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Markets

The quarter proved to be a difficult period for equities with all major markets suffering significant

losses. The European sovereign debt crisis intensified with contagion spreading to the larger

markets of Italy and Spain as discounts on Greek bonds were formally accepted for the first time.

Despite a new €109bn package for Greece and agreements to expand the powers and capabilities

of the European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF) it quickly became apparent that the new

measures were not sufficient to contain the crisis. As Italian and Spanish yields rose to all time

highs of 6.2%, the ECB was forced to intervene and buy bonds of both countries to keep funding

markets open to them. 

European banks faced increasing funding costs as US money market funds and other third parties

began to reduce exposure to European banks due to concerns over the level of peripheral bond

exposure and potential haircuts on holdings beyond those already taken on Greek bonds. Those

banks which were seen as being overly dependent on wholesale funding markets were sold

aggressively and the ECB, in coordination with a number of other Central banks was forced to

announce plans to provide unlimited access to dollar funding for banks out to year end to ease

these pressures.

In the US, gridlock in the debt ceiling debate shook confidence in the political system and

contributed to the downgrading of the US AAA rating by the S&P for the first time ever.   Markets

had hoped that further monetary stimulus packages would be forthcoming, but despite the US

Federal Reserve being significantly more downbeat in its economic assessment, apart from

indicating that interest rates would be maintained at existing low levels until at least 2013 and

that the maturity profile of bond purchases would be extended, the hoped for Quantitative

Easing 3 (QE 3) monetary easing announcement was not forthcoming. The limited possibility of

fiscal stimulus packages and no indications of additional monetary support were seen as

increasing downside risks for global growth. Bond yields in the US and Germany moved to historic

lows as investors sought relatively safe and high quality assets and reduced equities, reflecting

the rising concerns over the economic outlook. Markets did experience a small rebound in the last

week of the quarter as international pressure on European policy makers from the IMF and US

appeared to increase the possibility of a more credible policy response to the sovereign crisis

being agreed although scepticism remained in relation to the ability to provide the necessary

level of funding and adequate structures to resolve the issue. 
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Summit Balanced Fund

Summit Global Leaders Fund

Review
During the quarter we bought Sodexo and Compass, two food service based companies. Both
stocks offer relatively defensive and visible earnings profiles in the midst of the general
uncertainty. For Compass, 5/6% organic growth combined with margin improvement and
benefits from small acquisitions should produce solid double digit earnings growth and
strong cash flow.

We reduced positions in Ahold, the Dutch food retailer, Aryzta, the Irish food company
headquartered in Switzerland and Carlsberg. 

Equity Sector Distribution       %

Capital Goods 25.03%
Financial 11.70%
Telecomms & Technology 10.96%
Consumer Staples 10.60%
Energy 9.84%
Pharmaceuticals 9.53%
Consumer Cyclicals 9.07%
Industrial Commodities 6.64%
Utilities 3.58%
Industrial Services 3.05%

Top 10 Holdings       %

CRH 0.99%
Ryanair 0.83%
Exxon Mobil 0.79%
Novartis 0.78%
HSBC 0.74%
Vodafone 0.72%
Shell 0.67%
Microsoft 0.65%
IBM 0.65%
Kerry Group 0.65%

Equity Sector Distribution       %

Energy 21.14%
Technology 19.38%
Pharaceuticals 13.56%
Consumer Staples 12.11%
Capital Goods 11.12%
Financial 10.99%
Telecomms 7.41%
Consumer Cyclicals 1.71%
Utilities 1.29%
Insurance 1.28%

Top 10 Holdings       %

Exxon Mobile 5.28%
Apple Computers 4.74%
IBM 2.95%
Nestle 2.95%
Texaco 2.59%
General Electric 2.55%
AT & T 2.55%
Johnson & Johnson 2.47%
Procter & Gamble 2.47%
Microsoft 2.43%

Bid/Exit price at
30/09/2011

188.70

*Past Performance
1 Year – -4.76
2 Years – -0.57
5 Years – -2.47
10 Years – -1.16

Source Moneymate ©

Bid/Exit price at
30/09/2011

81.90

*Past Performance
1 Year – -1.59
2 Years – 2.73
5 Years – -5.66
10 Years – -5.49

Source Moneymate ©
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Review
During the quarter we added to the position in Siemens, the German industrial
conglomerate. The stock trades at a discount to peers and offers an improved business mix
compared to its past with strong execution capabilities which has increased it earnings
power. The outlook for gas turbines and power transmission is thought to be attractive
while cyclical automation activities should benefit form increased productivity requirements. 

We also added to the position in BNP. Following the share price fall, BNP was similarly
trading at extremely low valuation levels and at a significant discount to European and
global peers. Attempts are expected to be made at European policymaker levels to improve
the funding and capital positions of the European banking sector.   
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Summit Technology Fund

Summit Growth Fund

Review
Metro, the German food retail and consumer electronics company was purchased. The stock
was attractively valued relative to its own history and against peers. Disposals of non core
assets could positively surprise the market in terms of final proceeds. The competitive
pressures in food retailing have eased as discounters are forced to pass on higher cost
inflation while benefits from cost reduction programmes are expected to flow through in
coming years. The cash and carry business has a strong market position and is geographically
diversified. The consumer electronics business has scale which offers purchasing advantages
while the food retail sector has not been as aggressive in this product space in Europe
therefore the pricing pressures seen in the UK are not as evident. The stock offers a strong
free cash flow yield. 

Equity Sector Distribution       %

Captial Goods 19.28%
Consumer Cyclicals 14.42%
Financial 11.79%
Telecomms & Technology 11.01%
Consumer Staples 10.71%
Energy 9.77%
Pharmaceuticals 9.51%
Industrial Commodities 6.68%
Utilities 3.51%
Industrial Services 3.31%

Top 10 Holdings       %

CRH 1.62%
Ryanair 1.35%
Exxon Mobile 1.24%
HSBC 1.21%
Novartis 1.19%
Vodafone 1.08%
IBM 1.05%
Kerry Group 1.02%
Microsoft 1.01%
Shell 0.95%

Bid/Exit price at
30/09/2011

175.30

*Past Performance
1 Year – -9.97
2 Years – -2.85
5 Years – -6.92
10 Years – -3.25

Source Moneymate ©
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Bid/Exit price at
30/09/2011

70.90

*Past Performance
1 Year – -0.87
2 Years – 2.60
5 Years – -3.50
10 Years – -4.29

Source Moneymate ©
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Review
Over the quarter the technology sector fell approx 0.6% in Euro terms, benefiting from the
weakness in the Euro. 

During the quarter we bought Yahoo. Recent senior management changes could lead to a
strategic review of the company and possible sale of the company which is seen as
containing attractive assets. We added to the position in Hewlett Packard following its sharp
fall. At the lower levels, Hewlett Packard was trading at historically low valuation levels and
was one of the cheapest stocks in the sector. There are also hopes that recent senior
management changes will improve the
company’s prospects. We sold AMSL, the
semiconductor equipment manufacturer
following recent out performance. We reduced
holdings in Oracle, the software company and
Cisco, the telecoms equipment manufacturer. 

Over the three months, IBM was up 1.9% with
sales ahead of forecasts amid buoyant demand
for software. Total revenues grew 12% with
software ahead by 17%. Guidance for the year
was raised. 

Top 10 Holdings       %

IBM 9.21
Microsoft 8.79
Apple 8.58
Cisco 4.65
Samsung 4.63
Intel 4.56
Oracle 4.51
Google 4.36
Qualcomm 4.34
Hewlett Packard 3.94
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Fund Performance

ILA 5730 (REV 10-11)

Investment Outlook
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Summit Asset Managers Global Leaders N (-44.58%)                    Summit Asset Managers Summit Balanced N (-27.93%)            

Summit Asset Managers Summit Growth N (-14.08%)                   Summit Asset Managers Summit Technology (-48.46%)    

DISCLOSURE:- Irish Life Investment Managers Limited is regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland. While Irish Life Investment Managers uses reasonable
efforts to ensure that the information contained in this document is current, accurate and complete at the date of publication, no representations or warranties
are made (express or implied) as to the reliability, accuracy or completeness of such information. Irish Life Investment Managers therefore cannot be held liable
for any loss arising directly or indirectly from the use of, or any action taken in reliance on, any information contained in this document. This material is for
information only and does not constitute an offer or recommendation to buy or sell any investment, or subscribe to any investment management or advisory
service. The performance shown represents past performance and does not guarantee future results. Past performance is not indicative of future results.

The contagion effects from the sovereign debt crisis as well as much weaker economic data has led to material losses for global
equity markets, with the Eurozone region being worst effected. In contrast, assets associated with safety such as government bonds,
gold and the US dollar have all made solid gains during this period. It is likely that this volatility will persist until there is an adequate
solution to the sovereign crisis and until economic data shows signs of stabilizing.   The second bailout package for Greece which
included a contribution from private sector for the first time was agreed in July, led to a spike in yields in some of the larger
economies in Europe. This fuelled concerns that the sovereign crisis was spreading to the larger and more difficult to bailout
economies in Europe. Furthermore, the US government’s difficulty in resolving the debt ceiling highlighted that the lack of consensus
in the US to deal with the large government deficit and spiralling government debt and resulted in the S&P downgrading the US
from its AAA status. These concerns led to a surge in volatility and sharp decline in equity markets. As these issues have yet to be
resolved it is difficult to see how volatility can ease from these levels and hence equity markets could continue to experience further
sudden declines.

The escalation of the sovereign risks has coincided with deterioration in the economic outlook. Economic news has been
disappointing in the US since June, while European data has been affected more recently. Business and consumer confidence are
now hovering close to levels that would be associated with an economic recession. As the data in both the US and Europe is
continuing to decline, we are watching it closely for signs of stabilization and confirmation that the US and Europe will not go into
a recession and will just experience a period of very low economic growth. Forecasts for growth for the US and Europe has already
been revised down to these levels and hence appears that this outcome is priced into equity markets. If the economic data were to
deteriorate further from these levels, however, equity markets could fall further. 

The weaker economic outlook has started to be reflected in earnings forecasts, particularly as more analysts are downgrading more
companies in the US and Europe than they are upgrading. However we expect that further downgrades will be necessary to readjust
expectations down to the much slower growth outlook. It has been estimated in the past that 1% growth in the US economy,
would result in approximately flat earnings growth in the US, however low single digit growth may be possible given the exposure
US firms have to emerging economies, which they did not have in the past. Current forecasts of approximately 7% growth in US
earnings for 2012 appear aggressive. Equity market valuations, particularly in Europe, appear attractive at these levels given the
recent sell off in equity markets and slower decline in earnings. The PE multiple for European equities is close to the historical low
level, even though earnings downgrades have been more aggressive for companies in these regions. In the US, PEs are below the
historical average levels, however and are currently pricing in the much slower economic outlook. However if the US and European
economies dip into recession, then there could be further downside. 

Performance Report - 01 January 2001 to 01 October 2011 
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